
Mult i -T ip

Designed in New Zealand150kg lifting capacity

1600mm tipping height

Cradles to suit almost 
any size or shape of bin

Designed for safety from 
the ground up, certified 
to international standards

Simple, safe controls, 
requiring both hands 
to operate

Large castor wheels for easy movement

Uniquely safe and stable design; 
weight of bin stays within machine 
footprint throughout tipping cycle

Galvanised, powder-coated 
frame and IP-rated controls, 
suitable for outdoors use

Reliable Simpro
hydraulic system 21Ah sealed gel 

battery, suitable for 
continuous charge

Fork pockets

Optional solar panel for 
use in remote locations

Two footbrakes 
on operator side

®

Model Tip Height Capacity Power Height Length Width Weight IP Rating Safety Performance Level

MT1600-B 1600mm 150kg   Battery | solar
2380mm (cradle lowered)
2660mm (cradle raised)

879mm   1237mm   ~160kg IP56
ISO13849-1 | AS/NZS4024 
Performance Level c

MT-CUSTOM 

Standard specifications are printed in bold. See page 3 for details on cradle compatibility and page 4 for options and accessories.

POA... email to sales@emoveit.com.au  or call 1300 213 010
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Standard tipping height

1.6m

150kg
Capacity (max gross bin weight)

The Multi-Tip from Simpro is everything a bin 
tipper should be - safe, reliable, cost-effective 
and easy to use. With a huge capacity and 15-
second tipping cycle, it is ideal for operations 
where a high-speed mobile bin tipping machine 
is required.

The Multi-Tip uses an innovative single-mast 
design which allows the operator an unimpeded 
view of operations to ensure safety. A dual-hand 
control system ensures moving parts cannot be 
accessed while the machine is in use. 
Additionally, the open design greatly simplifies 
the tasks of cleaning and maintenance.

As standard, the Multi-Tip is fitted with a Simpro 
universal cradle, which lifts all common wheelie 
bins with no clamping or modification. A range 
of custom cradles are also available, allowing 
the machine to empty almost any commercial 
container weighing up to 150kg.

Like all Simpro products, the Multi-Tip is extremely 
robust and requires no regular maintenance. It is 
corrosion-resistant and IP-rated to allow for 
indoors or outdoors use, and a stainless steel 
version is available for use in hygiene-critical 
environments.

Battery ! solar

2,500kg of material per charge 
or 1,000kg per hour continuous
Duty cycle

Power supply

“…as far as compliance 
and relieving me of hard work, 

this is the best.”
Graham Hawkes - Caretaker - One Tree Hill College
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Options & Accessories

Standards and compliance
Simpro machines can be specified to meet interna!onal standards 

for machinery safety, including ISO13849-1 and AS/NZS4024 up to 

Cat4/PLe level if required. This typically involves addi!onal 

features such as a PLC unit, E-stop bu"ons and uprated circuitry.

Battery-powered machines that are to be used outdoors can be 

fi"ed with a solar panel. Depending on the amount of sunlight 

available, up to five tonnes of material can be emp!ed each day 

using solar power alone.

The bin hook kit can be quickly a"ached to most models, and 

secures the machine in place against a skip or hopper. Several 

di#erent versions are available, to suit di#erent bins. The unit can 

be simply mounted at any height, without fastenings.

All machines with cage guarding can be supplied with a le$-hinge 

door, right-hinge door, swing-up door or roller door.

The swing-up door and roller door take up li"le space, but are 

more complex and may require addi!onal maintenance.

A range of frame-mounted !pping chutes are available for 

applications where the machine cannot be placed right beside the 

destination receptacle. The tipping chutes simply bolt onto the 

frame, and can be folded up out of the way when not in use.

Bin hook kit

Tipping chute options

Safety door options

Solar power
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Stainless steel construction
All machines can be fully or par!ally constructed from 304 grade 

stainless steel, suitable for hygiene-cri!cal or corrosive environments 

such as food processing or chemical manufacturing.

Corrosion-resistant li$ing chains are fitted to all models as standard.

Unbreakable polycarbonate plas!c guarding can be fitted in place 

of the standard 25x25mm wire mesh guarding.

An operator guard panel (splash shield) can also be fi"ed adjacent 

to the controls, to protect the operator when !pping liquids.

An auto-cycle controller may be fi"ed to mains-powered machines, 

allowing the operator to move away while !pping.

A full-authority digital control unit is also available, allowing complex 

programmable behaviours or interac!on with other equipment.

Operator controls can be fi"ed anywhere on the machine, on a 

pendant control, or even in remote loca!ons, to suit produc!vity 

or safety requirements.

Dual-hand controls can also be fi"ed, which prevent the operator 

from carrying out other interac!ons while using the machine.

- Digital scales: accurately weigh product as it is emp!ed.

- Addi!onal guarding: foot-guard panels, front-guard panels, etc.

- Compressed-air power: for flammable or explosive environments.

- Custom designs: to suit unique industrial requirements.

Control panel options

Other options

Auto-cycle controller

Polycarbonate guarding
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